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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why would you not see a CoreXL configuration option in
cpconfig?
A. CoreXL is not enabled in the gateway object.
B. CoreXL is disabled via policy.
C. CoreXL is not licensed.
D. The gateway only has one processor core.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is the BEST way to defend against
network sniffing?
A. Restrict Physical Access to Server Rooms hosting Critical
Servers
B. Register all machines MAC Address in a Centralized Database
C. Use Static IP Address
D. Using encryption protocols to secure network communications
Answer: D

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
A way to protect your network traffic from being sniffed is to
use encryption such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport
Layer Security (TLS). Encryption doesn't prevent packet
sniffers from seeing source and destination information, but it
does encrypt the data packet's payload so that all the sniffer
sees is encrypted gibberish.
References:
http://netsecurity.about.com/od/informationresources/a/What-IsA-Packet-Sniffer.htm

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is building a dashboard to measure the performance
of the Support organization.
The customer needs to dynamically sort the Ticket Severity
field by Severity Weight field when the Ticket Severity column
header is double-clicked in Straight Table charts.
Example ticket severities.
Urgent = 1
High = 2
Normal = 3
Low = 4
Which QlikView load script function can the developer use to
create the Ticket Severity field to meet the customer's needs?
A. Num( [Severity Weight], [Ticket Severity] ) AS [Ticket
Severity]
B. Rank( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket
Severity]
C. Dual( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket
Severity]
D. Sort( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket
Severity]
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
An architect is planning an HPE Moonshot System solution to
support a data analytics application. The application uses data
mining.
Which type of rack configuration should the architect
recommend?
A. a configuration that balances the ratio of HPE Moonshot
Systems to HPE Apollo 4200 servers, which store the data
B. a configuration that has a higher ratio of HPE Moonshot
Systems to HPE Apollo 4200 servers, which store the data
C. a configuration that has a lower ratio of HPE Moonshot
Systems to HPE Apollo 4200 servers, which store the data
D. a configuration in which the HPE Moonshot System hosts the
analytics application and the data

Answer: A
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